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Abstract

This study offers a new solution to the problem001
of developing political bias classification mod-002
els in news agencies. Our method uses search003
engine score functions to develop a measure004
of the relevance of each word in text scrapped005
from news websites. With these scores, we006
train models using existing feature selection007
methods and a custom feature selection algo-008
rithm that we developed. The resulting mod-009
els are contrasted with each other and neural010
network-based counterparts. Models trained011
using our proposed method and custom algo-012
rithm outperformed others by achieving macro013
F1 scores of 0.81 and 0.78 on right-wing and014
left-wing bias detection respectively.015

1 Introduction016

The ever-increasing popularity of online news plat-017

forms and the ease of publishing news online, have018

created a demand for automated political bias de-019

tection. This study addresses this need by crafting020

eight data sets based on expert labeling of data that021

are free of manual trimmings of texts. Furthermore,022

it proposes quantitative measures for assessing the023

role of different words in the documents and intro-024

duces a variety of new model training approaches.025

The data sets are built by compiling the first026

12 articles appearing on the U.S politics page of027

each of the 78 news agencies along with the titles028

of the articles appearing on the same section of029

the site on a given day. The type of bias of each030

news agency is labeled using data from Ad Fontes031

Media1, which uses a body of experts to label the032

political bias of news agencies. The three search033

engine ranking functions of Okapi BM25, tf–idf034

and a Divergence from randomness model (DFR035

in short) were used to develop a measure of the036

relevance of each word. Using this information,037

the study examines methods to detect bias induc-038

ing words through a mix of conventional feature039

1https://adfontesmedia.com/

selection methods such as f-regression and PMI, 040

and also, a custom feature selection algorithm that 041

makes use of the cross validation score in the train- 042

ing data. Finally, various models are trained, tested 043

and contrasted with each other. The method pro- 044

posed in the paper is also compared against deep 045

learning methods by conducting a multi-label text 046

classification experiment using the RoBERTa (Liu 047

et al., 2019) network model. 048

This study offers three new contributions to the 049

problem of automated political bias classification: 050

• Creation of expert-labeled data sets that make 051

use of search engine score functions to quan- 052

tify the relevance of words. 053

• A new word-based feature selection algorithm 054

which chooses meaningful features by making 055

use of the relevance scores of each word to 056

calculate cross validation scores. 057

• An evaluation of bias classification, which 058

empirically demonstrates that our feature se- 059

lection outperforms existing counterparts. 060

2 Related Work 061

Linguistic patterns that introduce political bias have 062

been examined including the use of individual 063

words (Chen et al., 2020). There has also been 064

research conducted to identify bias-inducing words 065

(Spinde et al., 2021). However, much work remains 066

to be done in order to systematically and quanti- 067

tatively study the appearance of such words. We 068

seek to fill this gap by offering a new approach. 069

There has been some progress towards identify- 070

ing bias in individual news articles. One previous 071

study offered such a system by examining potential 072

word-choices for a single semantic concept within 073

an article(Hamborg et al., 2019), other studies have 074

automatically extracted information from variety of 075

sources to detect political bias in individual news ar- 076

ticles (Baly et al., 2020). A lot of attention has been 077
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given to fact verification problems and challenges078

such as the Fake News Challenge2 and workshops079

such as FEVER3 seek solutions to such problems.080

However, little attention has been given to bias de-081

tection within news sources based on a collection082

of articles which is the main focus of this study.083

3 Approach084

Since different themes are discussed in right biased085

and left biased media (Carlisle, 2005), vocabulary086

that might be a good bias predictors for one cat-087

egory might not be a great choice for the other.088

Therefore, left-wing and right-wing bias classifica-089

tion are examined separately in a binary manner090

with a news media either belonging to one of these091

categories or not. In order to quantify the relevance092

of each word in the data collected from the news093

agencies, probabilistic and bag-of-words search en-094

gine scoring functions are used and contrasted to095

produce such measures. Finally, we introduce a096

new feature selection strategy to select meaningful097

features for bias classification. We train multiple098

models using both out feature selection strategy099

and a variety of conventional ones. The resulting100

models are then evaluated and contrasted with each101

other and against deep learning methods using the102

macro F1 score as an evaluation metric.103

3.1 Data set creation and train/test split104

Between the arbitrary dates of January and March105

2022, jsoup4 was used to extract information from106

news agency web sites. For each news agency, the107

politics page URL of the website was inputted to108

jsoup, creating a .txt file consisting of the head-109

lines of the day. Furthermore, the URL of the first110

12 articles appearing on the website were given as111

input to jsoup, creating 12 additional .txt files for112

each website. This process was repeated for 78113

news agencies. These documents were labeled as114

right-wing biased, left-wing biased, and non-biased115

according to the labels from Ad Fontes Media.1116

The software package CoreNLP5 was used for to-117

kenizing and lemmatizing the words from the .txt118

files. Apache Lucene6 with the scoring functions119

of Okapi BM25, tf–idf and a DFR model were used120

to measure the relevance of each word in our index.121

The index is a searchable compilation of first 12122

2http://www.fakenewschallenge.org/
3https://fever.ai/
4https://jsoup.org/
5https://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/
6https://lucene.apache.org/

news articles plus the headlines of the U.S politics 123

page on a given day for 78 news agency; in other 124

words it is a compilation of 936 .txt files contain- 125

ing news article content and 78 .txt files containing 126

headlines. The relevance scores are then written 127

into a .CSV file. The final result is six data sets 128

for the total combinations of three scoring func- 129

tions and the two categories of left-wing bias and 130

right-wing bias. In each of these data sets the rows 131

are the news agencies. For every word that has 132

appeared in out index, there is a column represent- 133

ing relevance scores across news agencies for that 134

word. The table below is an example of the struc- 135

ture of the data set that displays the relevance of the 136

words "donate" and "us" in the appropriate cells for 137

the news agency "nytimes". 138

news agency donate us
nytimes 0 0.20077 -

In order to contrast the methods proposed in this 139

paper with deep learning methods, two data sets for 140

training multi-label classification networks were 141

created in addition to the six data sets mentioned 142

above in each category of right-wing bias and left- 143

wing bias. For each of these data sets, the 12 .txt 144

files containing news articles and the one .txt file 145

containing the headlines for each news agency are 146

annexed and presented in the row belonging to each 147

news agency, with each row representing a distinct 148

news agency. The structure of this data set for the 149

news agencies called "nytimes" can be seen in the 150

table below. The Column with the label "Text" 151

represents the compiled texts for that news agency. 152

news agency Text
nytimes ...would supplant the rule of law with... -

All data sets have the same set of test and train 153

news agencies for coherency. The splitting process 154

was done using the split function available in the 155

scikit-learn library7 for all data sets with a split of 156

30 percent. For the three data sets that make use of 157

the scoring program, the indexes were created after 158

the train/test split and the relevance scores were 159

calculated and input-ed separately for the train and 160

test data sets. This eliminates possible corruptions 161

introduced by the relevance scoring program. The 162

train and test data are balanced in terms of the 163

distribution of non-biased, left-wing and right-wing 164

media with both having roughly 0.33 left wing 165

biased media, and 0.24 right-wing biased media. 166

7https://scikit-learn.org/stable/index.html
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3.2 Models and Feature selection167

Logistic regression, random forests, gradient boost-168

ing classifiers and MLP neural networks were169

trained for the models making use of the relevance170

scores on all six data sets of such kind. A RoBERTa171

network model was trained on the two data sets con-172

taining compiled document texts. The conventional173

feature selection methods PMI and f-regression174

were used to train relevance-score based models. A175

custom feature selection algorithm was also devel-176

oped for the same purpose. This algorithm was177

unable to extract features in the data sets mak-178

ing use of the tf-idf scoring function due to the179

values being too small, however, produced inter-180

esting lists of words in the other four data sets.181

This algorithm uses a logistic regression model182

to calculate the cross-validation score of a classi-183

fier using every word appearing in the columns184

of each data set as potential features. Each word185

that results in an F1 score of above 0.4 on the186

class of news agencies that have bias is stored in187

an array. The array is later sorted decreasingly188

based on the F1 scores. The pseudo-code for this189

algorithm is offered below with cvv function re-190

ferring to the cross validation score calculation.191

Algorithm 1: Custom algorithm
Input :A list [ai], i = 1, 2, · · · , n, where each

element is a word from the data set.
Output :A sorted collection of words.

1 features = [ ], scores = [ ]
2 for i← 0 to n− 1 do
3 LRR()// new logistic regression model
4 if cvv(ai, LRR) > 0.4 then
5 features.append(ai)
6 scores.append(cvv(ai))
7 end
8 end
9 for i← 0 to LEN(features) do

10 for j ← 0 to i do
11 if scores[j] > scores[i] then
12 swap scores[i] with scores[j]
13 swap features[i] with features[j]
14 end
15 end
16 end
17 return features

192

To estimate the number of features suitable for193

each combination of a model and feature selection194

algorithm, the cross validation scores with a macro195

F1 evaluation metric were calculated on a given196

training data set and plotted on a range of 1 to197

100 of the top features extracted. For example, the198

figure below shows the plot for a logistic regression199

model trained on the top features extracted by the200

custom algorithm on the training left-wing bias201

data set that uses Okapi BM25. 202

A reasonable estimate of the number of features, 203

should appear in a stable range of the plot and pro- 204

duce a high cross validation score. The plots were 205

analyzed by selecting the lengthiest range among 206

the top ranges producing the highest cross valida- 207

tion scores as a starting point for the number fea- 208

tures we should use. The higher end of this range is 209

selected as a potential list of features and the words 210

containing names of companies and individuals not 211

holding positions in government were dropped to 212

avoid producing models that are dependant upon 213

short-term political trends. 214

Using Hugging Face,8 RoBERTa network mod- 215

els were trained on each of the two right-wing and 216

left-wing bias data sets created for the purpose of 217

training network models. The roberta-base model 218

from Hugging Face was used as the tokenizer. The 219

models were trained with 10 epochs, batch size 220

of 64, learning rate of 2e-5 with AdamW as the 221

optimizer.9 222

4 Experiments 223

The purpose of the study is to evaluate the effi- 224

cacy of the classification methods that make use of 225

relevance scores for training models, and to deter- 226

mine the best performing model training approach. 227

Therefore, two type of comparisons need to be 228

made: comparing the various relevance score de- 229

pendant model training approaches with each other 230

and contrasting the network models with relevance- 231

score based models. In order to compare the rele- 232

vance score-based models, experiments using all 233

words in the data set columns as features were used 234

as a baseline to evaluate the efficacy of the different 235

feature selection approaches. The best performing 236

models from this category are then contrasted with 237

8https://huggingface.co/
9https://pytorch.org/docs/stable/generated/

torch.optim.AdamW.html
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the network models. The models trained for left-238

wing bias classification and right wing-bias classifi-239

cation are only compared with other models trained240

for the same purpose. Given that each experiment is241

either a binary classification of left-wing vs not left-242

wing or right-wing vs not right-wing, the macro F1243

score on the test data is used as an evaluation metric244

of a model. The micro F1 score is not informative245

due to the binary nature of the classifications and246

the experiments containing about 0.7 news sources247

of just one label.248

5 Results249

The RoBERTa network models achieved a macro250

F1 score of 0.38 and 0.40 on left-wing and right-251

wing bias data sets respectively. The tables below252

show the results of our experiments for the models253

trained on relevance scores. All scores in the tables254

are macro F1 scores. The "LR" column represents255

the logistic regression model, similarly, "MLP" rep-256

resents MLP model, "RF" represents the Random257

forest model, and "GB" represents the Gradient258

boosting model.

feature selection relevance scoring LR MLP RF GB
all words Okapi BM25 0.40 0.48 0.38 0.62

f-regression Okapi BM25 0.60 0.68 0.70 0.53
PMI Okapi BM25 0.59 0.47 0.53 0.57

custom Okapi BM25 0.68 0.77 0.59 0.74
all words DFR 0.37 0.40 0.66 0.59

f-regression DFR 0.66 0.56 0.73 0.53
PMI DFR 0.44 0.48 0.53 0.38

custom DFR 0.78 0.62 0.63 0.78
all words tf-idf 0.40 0.62 0.38 0.64

f-regression tf-idf 0.70 0.70 0.67 0.53
PMI tf-idf 0.40 0.68 0.67 0.56

-

Table 1: Left-wing bias detection.
feature selection relevance scoring LR MLP RF GB

all words Okapi BM25 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45
f-regression Okapi BM25 0.60 0.68 0.70 0.53

PMI Okapi BM25 0.59 0.47 0.53 0.57
custom Okapi BM25 0.68 0.77 0.59 0.74

all words DFR 0.67 0.20 0.45 0.43
f-regression DFR 0.44 0.62 0.45 0.45

PMI DFR 0.47 0.39 0.58 0.42
custom DFR 0.75 0.81 0.45 0.45

all words tf-idf 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.55
f-regression tf-idf 0.60 0.67 0.70 0.53

PMI tf-idf 0.59 0.50 0.58 0.49

-

Table 2: Right-wing bias detection.

259

6 Discussion260

Right-wing and left-wing classification models261

showed similar patterns; All models trained on262

relevance-based data sets outperformed their net-263

work based counterparts. Among the relevance-264

based models, it can be seen that models which265

used all words stored in the data set columns as266

features had poor performances as they mostly clas- 267

sified all news agencies as being non-biased. Mod- 268

els using the PMI method also displayed a poor 269

performance for the same reason. The type of 270

the scoring function used made no difference in 271

the performance of these models. The low scores 272

can be explained by the absence of any specific 273

patterns among the words selected as features for 274

these models. In the absence of the custom fea- 275

ture selection algorithm, the f-regression models 276

produced the best results among models built us- 277

ing the tf-idf scoring functions. They also had the 278

second highest F1 scores when the Okabi BM25 279

and DFR search functions were used. The cus- 280

tom feature selection algorithm produced the best 281

overall results among the models using the DFR 282

and Okabi BM25 scoring functions, and also, the 283

best overall results in both right-wing and left-wing 284

bias classification. The DFR based models had a 285

slightly better performance compared to their Ok- 286

abi BM25 based models. The small difference does 287

not seem particularly meaningful. The successes 288

of these methods can be attributed to the clear pat- 289

terns seen among words selected as features. In the 290

left-wing category the custom feature selection al- 291

gorithms produced a list of 87 words capturing the 292

themes of social justice, empathy, minority rights 293

and anti violence often seen in U.S left (Carlisle, 294

2005). The words "plea", "workers", "nonprofit" , 295

"guns", "muslim", "activist" are some examples of 296

such words. In the right-wing category the custom 297

feature selection algorithms produced a list of 86 298

words capturing the themes of abortion, liberty, per- 299

sonal responsibility, religious views on sexual mat- 300

ters and conspiracy theories seen in the U.S right 301

wing politics (Carlisle, 2005). The words "virtues", 302

"lgbt", "pathetic", "freedoms", "liberty", "mothers", 303

"churches" and "hoax" were seen among the fea- 304

tures. 305

7 Conclusion 306

This work offered new systematic approaches for 307

right-wing and left-wing political bias classifica- 308

tion in U.S news agencies. The best results were 309

achieved when the models were trained on the rel- 310

evance scores of words using our custom feature 311

selection algorithm. There seems to be no ma- 312

jor difference among the Okabi BM25 and DFR 313

scoring functions for this task. The data and code 314

produced in this work is publicly available at URL 315

hidden for the blind review. 316
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8 Limitations317

As mentioned in the paper, the names of individuals318

not holding political office positions and compa-319

nies were manually dropped among the features320

for training models to avoid the creation of models321

that depend on data from a specific interval of time.322

Collecting data over longer periods of time can323

automatically eliminate the effect of such features324

on our feature selection algorithms. Despite the325

paper producing new effective models with only326

936 articles extracted from the websites and 78 lists327

of article headlines, increasing the number of arti-328

cles per news agency and examining its affect on329

models was not thoroughly examined in the paper.330

9 Ethics Statement331

Only news agencies allowing web scrapping in332

their user-terms were used for this study.333
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cialist’, ’cases’, ’conservatism’, ’parenthood’, ’ef- 384

fectiveness’, ’ineffective’, ’hearing’, ’phone’, ’dis- 385

honest’, ’gettr’, ’europeans’, ’blasted’, ’prison’, 386

’swamp’, ’beltway’, ’grossly’, ’huge’, ’spirit’, 387

’elites’, ’babies’, ’harvesting’, ’damn’, ’protected’, 388

’panic’, ’accomplished’, ’pathetic’, ’admin’, ’deny- 389

ing’, ’churches’, ’moms’, ’iran’, ’conscience’ 390

A.2 List of Left-wing features 391

’promise’, ’actual’, ’conspiracy’, ’box’, ’china’, 392

’profile’, ’knowing’, ’plea’, ’document’, ’film’, 393

’somehow’, ’bernie’, ’voice’, ’named’, ’theories’, 394

’sole’, ’crimes’, ’misleading’, ’guns’, ’connec- 395

tion’, ’fair’, ’suggest’, ’strange’, ’emerged’, ’let- 396
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’convince’, ’muslim’, ’primarily’, ’sad’, ’harass- 400

ment’, ’express’, ’mail’, ’formerly’, ’permission’, 401

’mention’, ’incredible’, ’complicated’, ’prison’, 402

’sources’, ’worker’, ’marshall’, ’activism’, ’broke’, 403

’distributed’, ’knowledge’, ’adult’, ’propaganda’, 404

’appear’, ’financially’, ’profits’, ’signing’, ’walls’, 405

’detailed’, ’fundamentally’, ’actors’, ’bloody’, ’de- 406

tail’, ’uncertainty’, ’age’, ’legitimate’, ’investigate’, 407

’donated’, ’light’, ’user’, ’spoken’, ’voter’, ’upris- 408

ing’, ’gaining’, ’entity’, ’supremacy”, ’notorious’, 409

’existing’, ’intercept’, ’wildly’ 410
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